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1. Modellen voor de oppervlakteweerstand van begroeide oppervlakken op basis van het door Jarvis
(1976, Phil. Trans.R. Soc. Lond.,B, 273, 593-610) en Stewart (1988, Agric. For. Meteorol., 43,
19-35) voorgestelde principe zijn niet geschikt voor gebruik in klimaatonderzoek.
Dit proefschrift
2. De door Holtslag & Moeng (1991,/ . Atmos.Sei.,48,1690-1698) voorgestelde parametrizatie van
de "countergradient" term voor de beschrijving van niet-lokaal turbulent transport in de
atmosferische grenslaag geldt alleen voor warmte.
Dit proefschrift
3. De in de media steeds vaker gebruikte zinsnede "het schadelijke koolstofdioxyde" doet geen recht
aan de ware aard van het betreffende gas.
4. De voor Noord-Afrika ontwikkelde methode om neerslaghoeveelheden te bepalen op basis van de
zogenoemde "Cold Cloud Duration" (Bijv. G. Dugdale & J.R. Milford, 1986, Proc. ISLSCP
Conference,Rome,ESASP-248,315-319) isverrevangeschiktvoortoepassing inZuidelijk Afrika.
Jacobs, CMJ., 1987,Preliminaryreportontheapplicabilityof theMETEOSAT-systeminrainfall
mapping overZambia. Internal report,Meteo ConsultWageningen.
5. Om verwarring tevoorkomen dientdeterm "interceptie" alleen gebruikt te worden in de letterlijke
betekenis van het woord, en niet om verdamping van vrij water bij natte gewassen aan te duiden.
6. Integenstelling tot de suggestie diede naam "OpenTopChamber" wekt, is indezedaklozekassen
de koppeling met de atmosfeer onvoldoende om de resultaten van bijvoorbeeld C02-begassings
experimenten rechtstreeks te extrapoleren naar grotere schalen.
Bijv. Jetten, TM., 1992, Physical descriptionof transportprocesses inside an open topchamber
in relation to field conditions.ProefschriftLandbouwuniversiteitWageningen.
7. Indehuidige koelkasten is detemperatuur vaak te hoog als gevolg van het foutief instellen van de
thermostaat (bijv. Reitsma et al., 1986, Verslag 1986-274, Vakgroep Gezondheidsleer,
Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen), zodat het beter is om koelkasten te voorzien van een nietregelbare thermostaat, die een voldoende lage temperatuur waarborgt.
8. De verwaarlozing en onderdrukking van dialecten staan in schril contrast met de zorg die aan
andere cultuuruitingen besteed wordt.
9. Rokers zouden regelmatig aan een longfunctietest onderworpen moeten worden om hen in een
vroeg stadium met de gevolgen van roken voor hun gezondheid te confronteren.
10. Nederland is te vol met politici die roepen dat Nederland vol is.
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12. Terwijl het Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat de Betuwelijn presenteert als een panacee, is de
vergelijking met een bittere pil uit de doordrukstrip meer op zijn plaats.
13. Durven uitkomen voor geen mening getuigt tegenwoordig van moed.
14. In het natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs dient meer aandacht besteed te worden aan een correcte
en consequente toepassing van het SI.
15. "Wetenschap" is een inflatoir begrip geworden.

Stellingen behorendebij hetproefschrift van CMJ. Jacobs:
"Directimpactof atmosphericC02 enrichmenton regional transpiration"
Wageningen, 11mei1994

Abstract
Plant physiological research has revealed that stomatal aperture of many plant species is
reduced by C0 2 . Therefore, the question has been raised as to how transpiration will be
affected if the ambient C0 2 concentration increases. This study focuses on the prediction of
changesintranspiration attheregional scale(10-100kmhorizontal, 1-5kmvertical).Arather
detailed, coupled vegetation-Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) model has been constructed in
order to identify important processes that control such changes.
The coupled model uses the well-known "big-leaf" model for the vegetation part. Surface
resistance (rs) is described by means of an up-scaled "A-gs" model, where stomatal
conductance isrelated tophotosynthetic rate.Thebackground of thismodel for rs isoutlined.
A new parameterization to mimic stomatal humidity responses is proposed. The
parameterization prescribes a linear relation between the specific humidity deficit at theleaf
surface andtheratioof theinternal C0 2 concentration totheexternal C0 2 concentration.The
resultingA-gsmodelsimulatesstomatalresponsestoC0 2 , light,temperature,humidityaswell
as their synergistic interactions. The model istested using data for grapevines (Vitis Vinifera
L., cv. Airen). The model is able to simulate the photosynthetic rate and the stomatal
conductance of this species satisfactorily.
The PBL part of the coupled model is a ID, first-order closure model, which takes into
account nonlocal turbulent transport by means of a countergradient correction. The PBL
model also simulates C0 2 fluxes and concentrations. The surface flux of C0 2 is driven by
photosynthetic rate from theup-scaled A-gsmodel.Thecomplete coupled model realistically
simulates the state of the PBL, rs, transpiration, and the most important aspects of the
biosphere-atmosphereinteraction forextensive,homogeneous,well-wateredcanopieswithdry
leaves.
Systematic sensitivity studies using the coupled model reveal that the interaction between
vegetation and the PBL has a significant effect on transpiration and on rs. On the one hand,
thePBLprovidesastrong negativefeedback ontranspiration whichreducesthechangeinthe
transpiration at given change in rs. The influence of the PBL depends strongly on surface
roughness. On the other hand, the simultaneous change of rs and of the specific humidity
deficit inside the canopy provides a positive feedback, thereby increasing the initial
perturbation of rs and transpiration. A second positive feedback mechanism is present if the
optimum temperature for photosynthesis is exceeded.
The main conclusion is that the interaction between the PBL and vegetation has to be taken
into account if transpiration and its changes due tochanging surface characteristics are tobe
predicted at the regional scale.
Keywords: transpiration, planetary boundary layer, surface resistance, C0 2
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1 General
Evaporation is a key process in meteorology, plant physiology and hydrology. As a
component of the surface energy balance, it controls the amount of sensible and latent heat
transferred to the atmosphere and, in addition, water vapour is the most important of the
greenhouse gases.Thus,evaporation notonly affects local andregional weather andclimate,
but also large-scale circulations and the global climate (see Schmugge & André, 1991,for
examples on various scales). Second, as a component of the hydrological cycle, evaporation
influences the distribution of water resources. Third, water is an indispensable element for
plant growth. Therefore, changes in evaporation in a specific region will affect local
agriculture and water management considerably. Also, the results of Global Circulation
Models (GCMs) are sensitive totheparameterization of evaporation (Mintz, 1984;Rowntree,
1991).
Inrecent years, there has been considerable concern about changes in evaporation in relation
toincreased carbon dioxide (C02) concentrations in the atmosphere. The International Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC)estimated that ambient C0 2 concentration may bedoubled bythe
end of the next century (Houghton et al., 1990). Atmospheric C0 2 enrichment may affect
evaporation directly and indirectly. The direct effects of C0 2 influence the physiological
mechanisms that control evaporation from plants (see, Lemon, 1983; Strain & Cure, 1985;
Enoch & Kimball, 1986; Rozema et al., 1993). Indirect changes are evoked by possible
climate changes (Houghton etal., 1990).Theseaffect thephysical controlsofevaporation and
the ambient controls of plant physiological mechanisms (see, Rosenberg, 1981;Parry etal.,
1988).
This study is confined to the prediction problem concerning the directeffect of atmospheric
C0 2 enrichment on evaporation. Thus, the study limits itself to vegetated surfaces.
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1.1.2 Direct effects of atmospheric C 0 2 enrichment on évapotranspiration
Theevaporation of vegetated surfaces is usually denoted as évapotranspiration. Itconsistsof
three components:
1. evaporation of rainwater ordew intercepted by thecanopy, often denoted asinterception,
2. evaporationfrom the baresoil,
3. evaporation of water from dry plants and plant parts, denoted as thetranspiration.
Obviously, interception occurs only when the canopy is wet or partially wet. It is, to alarge
extent,controlled bytheaerodynamic properties of thevegetation.Therefore, the interception
oftallcanopies,such asforest, ismuch largerthan thatof short vegetation, such asgrassland,
underotherwise similarconditions (Thorn &Oliver, 1977;Monteith &Unsworth, 1991).For
forest areas,interception maybethemost importantcomponent ofannualévapotranspiration,
although thisdepends on climatecharacteristics such asthefrequency, intensity and duration
of rainfall (Thorn &Oliver, 1977; McNaughton &Jarvis, 1983).Interception is not likely to
be directlyinfluenced by C0 2 (De Bruin and Jacobs, 1993).
Evaporation in the soil occurs between soil particles, in the pores that are partly filled with
liquid water. Water vapour then diffuses upward to the soil surface where it escapes into the
air outside the soil. The evaporation from the soil is controlled by the characteristics of the
soil such as its structure and texture, and the gradients of temperature and of soil moisture
(Ten Berge, 1990).Itcontributes significantly totheévapotranspiration of sparsely vegetated
surfaces. However, if thevegetation almostentirely intercepts theincoming radiation, needed
todrive the evaporation, evaporation from the soil is insignificant (Shuttleworth &Wallace,
1985;Shuttleworth, 1991).This will bethecase for densely vegetated surfaces. Direct effects
of C0 2 on the soil evaporation have not been identified (De Bruin & Jacobs, 1993).
Evaporation from dry, densely vegetated surfaces consists almost entirely of transpiration.
Waterconsumed bytranspiration haspassed theplant. Ithas been extracted from the soiland
has subsequently been transported to the cells around the sub-stomatal cavity (see Appendix
1 for an outline of theanatomy of leaves). Itevaporates from the walls of thesecells into the
sub-stomatal cavity. Next, it escapes through the stomatal pore into the air adjacent to the
leaf. This is a diffusion process controlled by the stomata: the stomatal aperture can be
adjusted by means of the guard cells. Two conflicting goals must be served here.On theone
hand, the uptake of C0 2 has to be ensured. On the other, excessive transpiration has to be
prevented. Thus, transpiration can be seen as an inevitable by-product of photosynthesis
(Farquhar & Sharkey, 1982; Ziegler, 1987; Collatz et ai, 1991).
Atmospheric C0 2 enrichment can affect thetranspiration of vegetated areasdirectly.First,the
stomatal aperture of many plant species decreases as ambient C0 2 increases. This hampers
transpiration (see,for example,Meidner &Mansfield, 1968;Mansfield etal.,1981; Raschke,
1986;Morison, 1987).Second,C0 2 can stimulate leaf growth,and asaresult thetotalcanopy
transpiration increases (Cure &Acock, 1986; Kimball, 1986; Kimball etal., 1993).The two
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effects canoccur separately ortheycanoccur incombination,depending ontheplant species
(Cure & Acock, 1986). Note that the second effect is probably less important because
additional leaf areawouldcontribute littletothetranspiration ofvegetations thatwerealready
dense (Shuttleworth &Wallace, 1985;Shuttleworth, 1991).Manyotherinfluences ofC0 2on
plants have also been reported, butlittle consensus exists about these additional effects (see
Strain & Cure, 1985,and Rozema et al., 1993,for a review of the state of the art). By
contrast,theaforementioned effects werefound tooccurconsistently andamongawiderange
of plant species, so there is some consensus on these influences. This study is mainly
confined totheeffect of C0 2 onthestomata. Some attention will also bepaid tothe effect
of thetotal amount of leaf area oncanopy transpiration.

1.1.3 General features of transpiration andoftheprediction of changes
In this section some general features of the transpiration of dense, dry canopies will be
illustrated. Thetranspiration ofsuch canopies canbedescribed satisfactorily bymeansofthe
socalled "bigleaf' model (Monteith, 1965;McNaughton &Jarvis, 1983; Shuttleworth, 1991).
The big leaf concept treats the canopy as a single big leaf, with the same optical and
aerodynamic properties (albedo, emissivity, roughness length) as the vegetation that it
represents. All the elements within the canopy face the same microclimate. Theairinthe
stomata of the big leaf is assumed to be saturated with water, that is, the vapour pressure
within thestomataisequal tothesaturation vapourpressure atthemean surface temperature.
The fluxes are described by means of the commonly used resistance analogues (see,for
example, Monteith & Unsworth, 1991,and Shuttleworth, 1991,for recent reviews of this
theory).
A surface resistance, rs,is assigned tothediffusion of water vapour outof thesub-stomatal
cavities of the big leaf. rs is defined by E = p[q (T,)-qs]/rs, in which E denotes the
transpiration inkgm"2s"1,q*(T])is the saturation specific humidity attheleaf temperature,
Tj=Ts isthetemperature ofthe surface, andqsisthespecific humidity attheleaf surface just
outside thestomatal pore.Thus,rs represents thecontrol of the diffusion process throughthe
stomatalpore,which dependsonthestomatal aperture.Fordryconditions,itmaybeassumed
that rs is equal to the bulk stomatal resistance, which is numerically similar tothe integral
valueofcomponent leaf resistances perlayer (Monteith, 1965;Shuttleworth, 1991).Theleaf
resistance isdefined onaunit leaf area basis.Thus,rs also depends onthetotal leaf areaper
square meter ground (Leaf Area Index, LAI). It is rs which maybedirectly affected byan
increase of theC0 2 concentration. First, stomatal closure will cause rs to increase. Second,
increased leaf production will cause rs to decrease. Therefore, in order to assess thedirect
effects of rs on thetranspiration, E, thechange of rs hasto bepredicted. Animportant part
of thethesis is devoted tothis problem.
Next, consideration is given totheproblem of how topredict changes inEif thechangeof
rsisknown.Ecanbecalculatedfromroutine weatherdataifthe surface characteristicsofthe
canopy areknown.This isillustrated bymeans ofthe Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith,
1965), which is probably the most well-know representation of the big leaf model. This
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equation describes E according to
s(Q* - G) + p C D _p l
' "r'a
XE =
s +y

1

v

+

[1.1]

^

S

where A. is the latent heat of vaporisation, s is the slope of the saturation specific humidity
versus temperature curve, Q is the net radiation, G represents the soil heat flux and other
storage and metabolic terms, p is the density of the air, C is the heat capacity of the air at
constant pressure, Dr is the specific humidity deficit (Dr = q (Tr) - qr , with T and q
temperature and the specific humidity,respectively),ra is the aerodynamic resistance to heat
and water vapour transport between the surface and the reference height, z^ y is the
psychometric constant (= CJK) and the subscript r denotes reference height (usually screen
height). Note that Q*-G is the "available energy" for the sensible heat flux density (H) and
latent heat flux density (\E) (viz. Q*- G = H +XE).
Itwaspointed outbyDe Bruin (1983, 1989),McNaughton (1976, 1989) andby McNaughton
& Jarvis (1983), for example, that E is expressed in dependent variables. This makes
evaporation models, of which [1.1] is an example, diagnosticrather thanpredictive. Also,
changes in E cannotjust be predicted from the derivative of [1.1] with respect toone of the
controlling variables. Neither can they be predicted from finite changes if conditions at the
reference level are taken as being constant. Dr and E are correlated in particular because of
theinteraction between XE,H,andthelowestlayeroftheatmosphere, theplanetary boundary
layer(PBL).Thefollowing examplefrom DeBruin (1989)andMcNaughton (1989)illustrates
this interaction and the associated prediction problem.
In the example, the PBL is described by means of the "closed box model." The box has the
height, h, of the PBL. In the PBL the following layers are distinguished. The first one, the
"surface layer" (SL), is the layer of the PBL that is found adjacent to the surface. The SLis
typically about one tenth of the height of the PBL. Here, gradients of the potential
temperature and the specific humidity are allowed. [1.1] applies in this layer. Above the SL
the air is well mixed so that the potential temperature (0m) and specific humidity (qm) are
constant with height. This layer is called the "mixed layer" (ML). The saturation specific
humidity deficit of the ML is defined as Dm = q*(8m) - qm. The top of the PBL is an
inversion layer assumed impermeable to water vapour and heat. In the box 9 m and qm will
change according to

^ 1 =_ J L and ^
dt

pCpfc

=±
dt

[1.2]
ph

respectively. Using [1.1], [1.2] and the definition of Dm it can be shown that
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m _ sH - yXE _ 5(g* - G) - (s+y)XE
dt
pCph
pCph

(DeBruin, 1989;McNaughton, 1989).Thus,if XE decreases due toan increasing rs, thePBL
will be a little drier than in the case where XEremains unchanged. Furthermore, noting that
a decrease of XEis accompanied by an increasing H if the available energy remains equal,
thePBL will become warmer. Asaresult, Dm increases, which enhances XEagain. Itcan be
shown that, in this example, XEultimately reaches the so called "equilibrium rate," defined
as XE = (Q*-G)s/(s+y). XE depends primarily on Q* (McNaughton & Jarvis, 1983; De
Bruin, 1989; McNaughton, 1989).
In reality, h is not fixed and during PBL growth warm, dry air from above the PBL is
entrained into the PBL. The entrainment process is, to a large extent, controlled by H
(Tennekes, 1973; Tennekes & Driedonks, 1983). Other changes, such as changes in the
surface temperature and the wind speed might also occur. Allof these changes arerelated to
each other and their total effect depends on the interaction of processes within the PBL (see
Stull (1988) and Garratt (1992) for a recent description of physical aspects of the PBL). In
addition, several dependences within the SL and relations between rs and the environment
have to be dealt with. For example, the humidity response of the stomata can be described
asafunction of thespecific humidity deficit (Choudhury &Monteith, 1986;Aphalo&Jarvis,
1991), which introduces an additional dependence in [1.1].
In conclusion, the interactions lead to a set of highly non-linear relationships. Their total
effect can only be estimated properly using a realistic model for the PBL, coupled to a
vegetation model that includes a description of the physiological responses of rs to the
environment. Theprincipal objective of this study istoconstruct such amodel andtoestimate
the importance of the main feedback processes.

1.1.4 Interactions at the regional scale
The atmospheric feedback discussed above is present at all scales. Its importance depends,
among other things, on the scale that is being considered (Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986;
McNaughton & Jarvis, 1991). If the horizontal scale becomes large enough, the entire PBL
willbeaffected. Shuttleworth (1988)calledthis an "organizedresponse."Ifthetypical surface
elements are smaller than acertain distance, thePBL will average out thecontributions from
the different surface elements. If they are larger than this distance, the PBL adapts to the
underlying surface. Experimental evidence for such an adaptation was found during HAPEX
in southwest France (André etal., 1986;Shuttleworth, 1988). Shuttleworth (1988) suggested
taking ten times the height of the PBL as the horizontal extension at which an organized
response becomes possible. For a typical PBL, this would imply a horizontal distance of 1020 km. Raupach (1991) estimated the adjustment length scale to be 1 - 10 km for the
convective PBL.However, for conditions other than convective conditions, the typical length
scale for adjustment may be larger, corresponding to a longer travelling distance.
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Theconclusion of this argument is that theinteraction of the surface fluxes and thePBLmay
becomeimportant attheregional scale,that is,ahorizontal scaleof 10-100km and avertical
scale of 1-5 km. This was clearly pointed out by De Bruin (1983), McNaughton & Spriggs
(1986), and McNaughton (1989), whoused a simple slab model for the PBL,coupled to the
big leaf model to estimate regional évapotranspiration, and by Brutsaert (1986) and
Shuttleworth (1988).Otherscoupled amodelof thePBLtoamodelfor thebaresoil (Panand
Mahn, 1987;Ten Berge, 1990).However, a systematic sensitivity study on the effect of the
interaction between the PBL and the surface fluxes and its consequences for theprediction
of changes of the regional transpiration has not been reported yet. It is one of the purposes
of this study to provide such a sensitivity study. Note that previous studies on the effect of
surface changes ontranspiration ignored theinteraction between thePBL andvegetation (for
example, Martin et al., 1989; Rosenberg et al., 1989). Also, it cannot be included in
controlled experiments in glasshouses (Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986).
Theregional scale is of particular importance toclimatologists and meteorologists whoneed
to improve the predictions from GCMs. Furthermore, the large-scale output of their models
needs to be translated to scales smaller than their grid distance. For example, much of the
present knowledge about the effects of C0 2 enrichment is obtained either at the small scale
of the leaf or the plant, or at the large scale of the grid distance of climate models.
Extrapolating or interpolating the results from one scale to the other leads to theoretical and
practical problems (Parry etal., 1988).Theregional scale is aconvenient intermediate scale.
It is suitable for studying the interaction between "downward influences", that is, large-scale
influences on small-scale processes, and "upward influences", that is, small-scale effects on
large-scale processes (Raupach, 1991).Agronomists and hydrologists whowould also like to
estimate regional transpiration will be interested in interactions at this scale. Finally, the
interaction between the surface fluxes andthe PBLisof importance because thePBL and its
parameterizations affects the results of climate models (Garratt, 1992, 1993).

1.2

Objective and delimitation of the present study

The main objectives of the present study are:
- to construct a coupled model for the PBL and the vegetation, which also accounts for
responses of the stomata to the environment, in particular to C0 2 ,
- to assess the effect of the interaction between the atmosphere and the vegetation on the
sensitivity oftheregional transpiration tosurface characteristics,and toevaluateitsimpact
onpredictedchanges.
Many variables and aspects of the PBL as well as aspects of the vegetation could be
considered. For example, themost relevant surface characteristics areroughness, albedo and
rs. The latter characteristic is at least related to C0 2 , light, atmospheric humidity and
temperature. These will have an impact on H, XE, Q ,etc. In the PBL, the impact of various
parameterizations could be studied, as well as different initial and-boundary conditions for
temperature, air humidity, C0 2 concentration, and wind speed. Clearly, it is impossible to
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cover all aspects in one study. Therefore, the main delimitation is chosen as follows:
-

only the transpirationof dry vegetation is examined,
dense,well-watered canopiesare assumed, sothat theinfluence of thesoilmay beignored,
only directeffects of C0 2 on \E are considered,
the study is limited to the regionalscale (10-100 km horizontal scale, 1-5 km vertical
scale),
- in general, fair-weather summer conditions will be considered so that the PBL is mostly
in a convective state. Note that a substantial amount of transpiration occurs under such
conditions.
Otherdelimitations aregiven attheappropriate places.In summary,the following aspects are
considered:
- feedback mechanisms that are active in the atmosphere-vegetation interaction and their
control of rs and \E,
- influences of different atmospheric conditions and surface characteristics (albedo,
roughness, plant class) on the PBL-vegetation interaction,
- the estimation of the effect of C0 2 on rs, and the role of atmospheric feedback.

1.3

Approach and organization of the thesis

Toinvestigate theinteraction between theatmosphere andthevegetation attheregionalscale,
a model for the vegetation is coupled to a model for the PBL. The intention is to construct
a model that is realistic enough from the perspective of various scientific disciplines. In
addition,itsuse shouldnotbelimited bytheamountofcomputational timerequired:it should
not be necessary to run it on a super computer. Therefore, the components of the coupled
model are chosen such that they are simple, but physically realistic.
a) Physicalaspects:the coupledmodel, first version(Chapter2)
In the present study, the big leaf model is used as the vegetation model. Its principles were
already described in Section 1.1.2.Further details are given in Appendix 2.
The big leaf model is the best known and perhaps the most successful vegetation model for
describing the transpiration of extensive dry canopies. The big leaf concept is attractive
because it is simple and yet physically realistic. It has been widely tested experimentally,
numerically, and theoretically (see Shuttleworth, 1991,for areview and for comparison with
other évapotranspiration models). It is, therefore, used in climate models (for example,
Rowntree, 1991) as well as in mesoscale models (for example, Segal etal., 1989;Mascart et
ai, 1991). Note that it is not able to describe the microclimate of the canopy (see Finnigan
&Raupach, 1987,Baldocchi, 1989,Baldocchi etal., 1991,and Lhomme, 1991, for acritical
discussion of the big leaf concept). Because it is not the intention of the present study to
describe the processes within the canopy, this restriction on the big leaf concept is accepted.
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The model of Troen & Mahrt (1986) is used as the PBL model. This is a ID, first order
closure model. The model accounts for nonlocal turbulent transport by means of a
countergradient term (Deardorff, 1972)related tosurface fluxes. Ateach time step,themodel
diagnoses the heightof thePBL bymeans of abulk Richardson formulation. Italso accounts
for the entrainment that is related to the growth of the PBL. Further details are given in
Appendix 4.
ThePBL model of Troen &Mahrt (1986) has been tested and used for different purposes in
several studies (Mahrt et al, 1987;Pan & Mahrt, 1987;De Bruin & Jacobs, 1989;Holtslag
et al., 1989;Jacobs et al., 1991). It simulates the development of the PBL reasonably well.
Thechoiceof a ID model for thePBLimplies thatresultsof thestudy apply to homogeneous
vegetation with a horizontal extension of, say, 10 km or more. In reality, only a few such
areas exist. In addition, mesoscale circulations that are induced by surface inhomogeneities
cannot be described. However, these disadvantages need not to be a problem. It is not the
goal of this study tocome to precise predictions for existing areas, but to identify important
processes that influence such predictions. Furthermore, surface parameters are imposed as
independent boundary conditions that donot necessarily refer toreal surfaces. Therefore, the
surface characteristics can be assumed to be perfect, representativeaverages.Note that, in
reality, it is not at all easy to find such averages (see, for instance, Wieringa, 1986; Mason,
1988; Claussen, 1990;Raupach, 1991).
The coupled model PBL-vegetation model is used to investigate the significance of PBL
feedback to the sensitivity of regional transpiration to land-surface characteristics. This
sensitivity study isdescribed in Chapter 2,which is adapted from Jacobs &De Bruin (1992).
Biological feedback is excluded here, in order to be able to concentrate on atmospheric
feedback, thatis,rsisimposed asanindependent variable. Sensitivity totheroughness length,
z0, and to the albedo, a, are also studied, as is their influence on atmospheric feedback.
b)Biologicalaspects:themodelfor rs (Chapter3 and 4)
A model is used to describe the responses of rs to environmental variables, which assumes
afirm correlation between thephotosynthetic rateof plants and their leaf conductance. rscan
then be modelled using a model for the photosynthesis. Again, a simple but realistic model
is chosen. This is basically the model of Goudriaan etal.(1985).
The model for rs will be called the A-gs model, where A refers to C0 2 assimilation and gs
tostomatal conductance.Theapproach has been chosen because itdescribes theresponsesof
the stomata to C0 2 , light, and temperature as well as the interaction between responses to
these stimuli. A new parameterization that accounts for the humidity responses is proposed.
Also, the A-gs model generates fluxes of C0 2 at the surface, which can be used to drive
fluxes in the PBL.
Chapter 3 addresses the question of how the responses of the stomata to C0 2 , in relation to
responses other variables, can be predicted. A theoretical background to the A-gs model is
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also given and an important part of the chapter is devoted to the inclusion of stomatal
humidity responses in the model. A new parameterization of these responses will be
described.
In Chapter 4, the model is tested against observations in the field. The data were obtained
during an experiment in central Spain where there was a wide range of light intensities, air
temperatures, and air humidities.
c)Biosphere-atmosphere interactions:extensions of the coupledmodel (Chapter5)
In both Chapter 3 and 4, the A-gs model is described at the leaf scale. The A-gs model so
described has been scaled up to the canopy level, in order to couple it to the big leaf
vegetation model. In addition, the PBL model has been extended with a description of C0 2
fluxes and concentrations. The surface flux of C0 2 is driven by canopy photosynthesis,
evaluated with the A-gs model.Also,the model of Troen &Mahn (1986) has been modified
to include recent ideas with respect to the transport of heat and tracers in the PBL. This
followed the ideas of Holtslag & Moeng (1991). The basic features of the extensions are
described in Section 5.2. More details on the extension of the big leaf model are given in
Appendix 3.Extensions of the PBL model are further described in Appendix 5.
Chapter 5 presents an analysis of regional transpiration with the extended coupled model. It
focuses on theeffect of adoubled atmospheric C0 2 concentration onrs and on \E. Contrary
to the analysis presented in Chapter 2,rs now becomes adependent variable. Thus, physical
aspects and biological aspects are considered. Special attention is paid to the influence of:
-

PBL feedback
stomatal humidity responses
differences between plant classes (C3 or C4, see Chapter 3)
different atmospheric conditions
C0 2 fluxes in the PBL
Leaf Area Index, LAI, and roughness length, z0

The discussion in section 5.6 is a general discussion of the thesis.

Sensitivityto land-surfacecharacteristics
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THE SENSITIVITY OF REGIONAL TRANSPIRATION TO LANDSURFACE

2.1

CHARACTERISTICS: SIGNIFICANCE OF FEEDBACK1

Introduction

To estimate changes of the évapotranspiration in a specific region, many parameters and
mechanisms must be considered. Therefore, several soil—vegetation—surface-layer models
have been used toevaluate the sensitivity of évapotranspiration to various parameters of the
soil, the vegetation, and the atmosphere (Saxton, 1975;Beven, 1979;Luxmoore etal.,1981;
Sellers & Dorman 1987; Wilson et al. 1987; Martin et al., 1989; Rosenberg et al., 1989;
Rowntree, 1991).Theaforementioned sensitivity studies haveincommonthattheatmospheric
conditions isprescribed at areference level some height above the surface (2^,often at 2m).
The sensitivities are calculated from the first derivative of the Penman-Monteith equation
([1.1], Monteith, 1965), or a finite, fixed change is applied to one or more of the boundary
conditions. The static stability of the surface layer (SL) is often ignored and the surface
temperature, Ts, is not updated.
However, évapotranspiration is expressed in dependent variables (see Section 1.1.3). As a
consequence,achangeof thesurface fluxes implies changes within the SLaswell aschanges
at Zj. Consider, for example, a surface of which the surface resistance,rs, changes from rs(I)
tors(II)(Fig.2.1A).Thesurface fluxes changeaccordingly andtherefore Tschanges.Assume
that the conditions at z,.(wind speed, ur, temperature,Tr, and specific humidity,qr)arefixed.
The temperature profile of the SLchanges from profile Itoprofile II,which implies achange
of the static stability within the SL, and also a change of the aerodynamic resistance, ra,of
the layer. Net radiation, Q , is affected because the portion of outgoing longwave radiation
is altered (Appendix 2, [A3.b]).Inaddition, the surface specific humidity,q (Ts),changes(q
denotes the saturation specific humidity). All of these changes directly affect the surface
fluxes.
1) Adapted from Jacobs & De Bruin (1992).
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Entrainment

Top of
PBL (h)

*

Tr, qr, Ur

Reference

i

level (ir)

;

Y
Reference

r.(l)
Surface
rs(I):
rs(ll):
74.1),q40. Q*(D T4.ll), qs(II),Q*(U)
A: SL feedback

level (ZT)

Tr, qr, Ur

„ 1

Surface
XE, H, x
B: PBL feedback

FIGURE 2.1.
Schematicillustrationofthefeedback mechanismsconsideredinthisstudy.A):Surface
Layerfeedback (SLfeedback). Thesurface resistance is changedfrom rs(l) to r/ll), Which causesa
changeof thesurfacefluxes.As a result,thesurface temperaturechangesfrom TJI) to TJII) andthe
surface humidityfrom qs(I) toq/II). The net radiation,Q , the aerodynamicresistance,ra,etc.,will
changeaccordingly.Thesechangesaffect thesurfacefluxes.Theconditionsat zr, (Tr, q-,andur)are
consideredasfixedconditions.B):FeedbackinthePBLabovethesurface layer(PBLfeedback): The
surface fluxes, H, XE,and x influence the conditionswithin the PBL and therefore Tr, qr, and ur.
Moreover, H influences the entrainment flux, which also affects Tr and qr (and ur). In return, the
conditions at zr affect the surface fluxes. Note that,for clarity, thefeedback through x and ur isnot
made explicit here.

The mechanism illustrated here is a feedback mechanism. This mechanism, which acts by
means of changing conditions of the SL, with fixed conditions at z,, is called SL feedback.
In reality, the conditions at z,.will change if the fluxes change. As was illustrated in Section
1.1.3 for transpiration, the surface fluxes directly affect the conditions (for example,
temperature, humidity) of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), which includes z,.. Because
the atmospheric conditions influence the surface fluxes, the conditions at z, and the surface
fluxes are related to one another (see [1.1]-[1.3]). Consider, for example, a case where
transpiration decreases. Then, the atmosphere will be drier than in the case where no change
of the transpiration occurs. In addition, more energy is available for the sensible heat flux,
and hence, the PBL will be heated more. Thus, the humidity deficit will increase which in
its turn causes the transpiration to increase, etc. Moreover, entrainment of warm, dry air from
above the PBL considerably affects the conditions of the PBL. This provides an additional
feedback because entrainment is also related to the surface fluxes (Tennekes, 1973; Tennekes
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& Driedonks, 1981).Thefeedback mechanism related tothePBLdevelopment (temperature,
humidity, PBL depth, entrainment, etc.) and its interaction with the surface fluxes through
changing conditions atthereference leveliscalled herethePBLfeedback. ThePBL feedback
isillustrated inFig. 2.IB. Notethatnow theconditions of thefree atmosphere well abovethe
PBL areregarded as fixed conditions.
Several authors pointed out the significance of the interaction between the PBL and the
surface fluxes at the regional scale (for example, De Bruin, 1983, 1989; Brutsaert, 1986;
McNaughton & Spriggs, 1986;Shuttleworth, 1988;De Bruin & Jacobs, 1989; McNaughton,
1989; Jacobs et al., 1991). However, to the author's knowledge, a systematic sensitivity
analysis with a detailed description of the PBL has not yet been reported. It is the main
objective of this chapter to provide such an analysis for transpiration (XE;rs > 0) and to
evaluate theeffect of PBLfeedback on the sensitivity of XEtovarious surface characteristics
quantitatively.
Like in Martin et al. (1989), Rosenberg et al. (1989), and Rowntree (1991) the PenmanMonteith big-leaf model (Monteith, 1965) is used as the vegetation-SL model (see Chapter
1andAppendix 2).However, incontrast totheir sensitivity studies,thepresent studyincludes
SL as well as PBL feedback. The vegetation-SL model has been coupled to the PBL model
of Troen & Mahrt (1986). This PBL model is rather detailed (see Appendix 4). At present,
such detail cannot be used in climate studies with a Global Circulation Model (GCM).
Therefore, the question of how detailed the PBL needs to be described is briefly considered
aswell.Forthispurpose,additional sensitivity studies havebeenperformed withthesocalled
"box model" for the PBL replacing the detailed PBL model.
The analyses presented in this chapter can be regarded as an extension of the studies by De
Bruin (1983), De Bruin &Jacobs (1989), Martin etal. (1989), Rosenberg etal. (1989),and
Jacobs et al. (1991). It is also related to the studies by, for example, Jarvis & McNaughton
(1986), McNaughton & Spriggs (1986, 1989), Pan & Mahrt (1987), Ten Berge (1990), and
McNaughton &Jarvis (1991).
Here, the sensitivity is calculated for:
1. XEto net radiation, Q , as obtained from an albedo change,
2. X.E/Q (the relative transpiration) to aerodynamic resistance, ra, between the roughness
length, z0, and z,, as obtained from a change in z0,
3. ÀE/Q to surface resistance, rs.
The influence of SL feedback and PBL feedback on the sensitivities is estimated by
comparing:
1. the sensitivity of XE or Ä.E/Q without accounting for SLfeedback orPBLfeedback (like,
for example, Saxton, 1975; Beven, 1979; Luxmoore et al., 1981; Martin et al., 1989;
Rosenberg et al., 1989);
2. the sensitivity of XE or A.E/Q while accounting for SL feedback, with prescribed
conditions atz,.;
3. the sensitivity of XEor >LE/Q , while accounting for both SL and PBLfeedback.
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The emphasis lies on the influence of PBL feedback. Physiological influences are ignored,
thatis,rsistreatedlikeanindependent surface parameter.Theplant-physiological component
of the vegetation-atmosphere interaction is dealt with in Chapter 5. Further delimitations
(scale, boundary conditions) are as described in Chapter 1.

2.2

Theory

2.2.1 Sensitivity analyses
For a general definition of sensitivity, consider the variable V, which is a function of the
input variables Xj.-.x,,:
V =f(xv...,xn)

[2.1]

If the variables Xj...^ are independent of V, it may be written
V + AV =ƒ(*! + Ax,,...,xn + Axn)

[2.2]

Now, from a Taylor series expansion, neglecting higher order terms:
AT/

AV=

d v

d v

A

A

+

dT^ -X "

[23]

By definition, the partial differentials, dV/dxi; are the sensitivities, i;xi, of the dependent
variable Vtothe independent input variable x; (McCuen, 1974;Saxton, 1975;Beven, 1979).
It denotes the change in V per unitchange in Xj.
It follows from [2.3] that
,
dV AV
^x. = -=r- = -7—
[2.4]
L J
dx{ Axt
which shows that £xi may be obtained by calculating directly the value of the partial
differential, or by applying a step change in x;, while leaving the variables other than Xj
constant.
Çximay be sensitive to therelative magnitude of V and x,.Therefore, Çximay be divided by
the ratio V/xi; which leads to the relativesensitivity, or sensitivity coefficient Hxi:

H =^fl

[25]

Now, the relativechange in V can be expressed as
AV _ -. A *l
— --*,—

+

-

+

_. Axn
- x — -

[2-6]
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(Saxton, 1975), which shows that the relative sensitivity coefficient denotes the part of the
relativechange in X; that is transferred totherelative change inV.If, for instance,S xi=0.25,
a 10% change in x; will result in a 2.5% change in V.

2.2.2 The sensitivity of XE without feedback
The sensitivity of XEwithout accounting for feedback can be obtained if [2.4] is applied to
the Penman-Monteith equation ([1.1]; Monteith, 1965). All of the variables are assumed to
be independentof XEand of each other. In earlier sensitivity studies, partial derivatives of
the Penman-Monteith equation (the sensitivity equations) as well as finite differences have
been used to determine the sensitivity of XE to various parameters. Here, the sensitivity
equations for the sensitivity of XE to Q , Ä.E/Q to ra, and of A.E/Q to rs are given. The
sensitivities can be calculated directly from these equations. Furthermore, useful insight can
be gained from the sensitivity equations.
In the case of the sensitivities of Ä.E/Q to ra and to rs, the Penman-Monteith equation is
divided by Q*.This is reasonable because Q*is the driving force for XE.Also, the sensible
heat flux, H,is defined in terms of potential temperatures (Appendix 2, [A2.4a]).Hence, the
combination equation is written:
pCnD,
5(1 - a)ra + — L - L
XE_ _
Q*
Q*
(s +l)ra + jrs

[2.7]

where Xis the latent heat of vaporization (2.46xl06 J kg"1),E is the transpiration ratein
kg irf2 s"1, s = dq*(T)/dT is the slope of the saturation specific humidity, q , versus the
temperature, T, a = G/Q* (where G is the soil heat flux; see Appendix 2), p is the density
of dry air, C is the heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure (1005 J kg"1 K"1),y = CJX,
Dr is the specific humidity deficit at z,. = q*(9r) - qr, where 0r denotes the potential
temperature at zr.For simplicity, itis assumedin [2.7] thatthe aerodynamic resistance toheat
transport, r^, is equal to that of moisture transport, rav, and that the source and sink heights
for heat and moisture,zoh and zov respectively, areequal toz0, sothatr^ =rav =ra.Notethat
these assumptions haveoften been made inearlier sensitivity studies.However, inthepresent
calculations with feedback (SLfeedback or both SL and PBLfeedback) adistinction ismade
between z0, zoh and zov (see Appendix 2).
a) Sensitivityof XEtoQ
The sensitivity of XEto Q , ^Q,, is given by
dXE
'2*

*T

(1 - a )
1+

Y

( 1 +

^)
r„

and the relative sensitivity, HQ», by

[2-8]
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„
^

=

dXE Q*

" ^

^

1
=

D

i . rr

'

[2-9]

s(l - a)raQ'
From [3.8]itcan beseen that thesensitivity isalways positive (XE increases with increasing
Q )and that itisdetermined bythetemperature andbytheratior,/ra. Thus,itisexpectedto
be lower for rougher and "drier" surfaces than for smoother and "wetter" surfaces, while
lower temperatures will result in lower sensitivities than do higher temperatures (alsosee
Rowntree, 1991). ^Q» depends neither on XEnoronQ. Because ÇQ. isindependent ofQ
and XE,Sg« is,bydefinition, dependent onthese variables, butitis independent ofrs.
b) SensitivityofXE/Q tora;criticalsurface resistance
It follows from [2.7] that thesensitivity ofXEIQ tora, £ra,canbewrittenas
.

_ d(XE/Q*) _ Vs(l - VI', ' rStCril]

^ra

=;

ô—

dr

[Z.IUJ

[(s + J)ra + yrs]2

a

where thecritical surface resistance, rscril isdefined as:
(s + y)pXDr/Q*
s(\

[2.11]

-a)

For rs >rscrit thetranspiration will increasewith increasing ra, forexample, atlower wind
speed orata lower aerodynamic roughness length. Ifrs<rSfirit thetranspirationdecreases
with increasing ra. Moreover, if rs =rscrir a change in ra is expected to have hardlyany
influence onXE. From [2.11]itisseen that rscril decreases with increasing temperature while
it increases with an increasing ratio D/Q (cf. Rowntree, 1991; see also McNaughton &
Spriggs, 1986,for a slightly different approach). Note that r scrit depends on Dr andis
therefore influenced byPBL feedback.
Like ^ a , therelative sensitivity, £„, depends onXEIQ andra. Using [2.4]and[2.7],Eracan
be writtenas
d(XE/Q')

K

ra

{XEIQ')

s (1 - a ) _ 1
U +Y){XEIQ")
i +

r
y
*
(s + y)ra

For dry canopies itcan beshown that ^ a isless dependent onboth Ä.E/Q and ra than isS ra .
c) SensitivityofXEIQ to rs
The sensitivity ofÀE/Q*tors, ^.s, isgivenby:

[2.12]
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Thus, ^ s strongly depends on XE/Q and on rs. It is also dependent on the temperature and
on ra. The dependence of the sensitivity on X.E/Q is avoided if the relative sensitivity, S rs ,
is taken:
d(XE/Q*) rs
drs (XE/Q*)

l

-1
+ _£_ ^
(1 + _ ) y rs

[2.14]

Thus, the transpiration always decreases with increasing rs, and the relative sensitivity
depends only on the temperature and on the ratio of ra tors.

2.2.3 The sensitivity of XE with feedback
Due to theinteraction between the surface and the atmosphere, the variables from which the
transpiration is calculated are dependenton the transpiration itself (also see Section 1.1.3).
Then, a change of one variable implies a change of one or more of the other variables. The
interactions are highly nonlinear and there are many variables involved in the problem.
Therefore, the sensitivities cannot be derived analytically and must be calculated from finite
differences. Due to the interrelated changes, the sensitivity with feedback (SL or PBL)
contains the effect of many changes that cannot be separated any more. Therefore, the
influence of the PBL feedback on the sensitivities is estimated by calculating a feedback
factor Fx for the sensitivity of the transpiration to the variable xas:
F

x =-j

or —

[2.15]

where the additional subscript PBL denotes PBL feedback + SL feedback and the subscript
SLdenotes SL feedback only.

2.3

Setup of the sensitivity analyses

2.3.1 The models
Thesensitivity withoutfeedback isobtained from thefirstderivative of the Penman-Monteith
equation [1.1or2.7]. Inordertoaccount for theSLfeedback theequations areusedof which
[1.1]and [2.7]areanapproximate solution (Appendix 2,[A2.1]-[A2.4]).Thissetof equations
is solved numerically for Ts,using the incoming solarradiation, Si, asthedriving force and
for a set of fixed conditions at zr. (Note that errors because of the linearizations necessary to
obtain thePenman-Monteith equation areavoided; seePawU&Gao, 1988; McArthur, 1990).
Here ra is corrected for stability. Moreover, the difference between z0, zoh, and zov is
accounted for. The vegetation-SL model is outlined in Appendix 2.
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Both SL and PBLfeedback are taken into account by coupling the vegetation-SL model to
a model of the PBL. Each time step, the conditions at z^are updated by the PBL part of the
coupled model. The model of Troen & Mahrt (1986) is used as the PBL model. This is a
detailed, ID,first-order closuremodel,which takesintoaccount non-local turbulent transport.
The model is outlined in Appendix 4. For a complete description and model validation the
reader is referred to Troen & Mahrt (1986), Mahrt et al. (1987), Pan & Mahrt (1987), and
Holtslag etal. (1990). Appendix 4 also gives some information on how the PBL model and
thevegetation-SL model arecoupled. Thecoupled model realistically simulates the evolution
of the surface fluxes and the development of the PBL (De Bruin & Jacobs, 1989).

2.3.2 Initial and boundary conditions
Observed temperature, humidity, and wind profiles from HAPEX-MOBILHY (Hydrologie
Atmospheric PilotExperiment andModélisation du BilanHydrique;Andréetal.,1986, 1988)
are taken as initial conditions of the sensitivity experiments. The HAPEX radiosonde dataof
25 May 1986 and 13 June 1986, 6.00 UTC (44"07'N, 00°03'W) serve as the initial
atmospheric conditions for Case I and Case II, respectively. The weather on both days was
rather fair, except that some cumulus (<0.3) appeared in the afternoon of 25 May. The PBL
characteristics weredifferent, especially with respect toPBLdepth, mixed-layer temperature,
and wind speed. Some of the observed PBL characteristics are compared in Table2.1.
The solar radiation, Si, is calculated for clear sky conditions according to Holtslag andVan
Ulden (1983) for the geographic position given above, but using the atmospheric
transmissivity typical.of De Bilt (The Netherlands, 52°06'N, 5°H'E). The simulations are
carried out for daylight hours, between 6.00 and 18.00 UTC. Large-scale motions are
neglected. The geostrophic wind speed is taken to be the average observed wind speed
between 3.5 and 4.0 km (which is at the upper boundary of the model grid).

2.3.3 Reference surfaces and prescribed conditions
Tworeference surfaces have been chosen. The first is a rough surface, z0 =2.0 m, with low
albedo, a = 0.1. This surface resembles the Les Landes forest in the southwest of France
(see André et al., 1986, 1988). In order to determine an appropriate rs for this surface, a
TABLE 2.1.
ComparisonofPBLcharacteristics,observedduringHAPEX-MOBILHY(Andréetal.,
1986, 1988) on25May1986 (Case I)and13 June1986 (Case II), 12.00 UTC (from Hildebrand,
1988).

PBLcharacteristics
Inversion height [km ]
Mixed-layer potential temperature [°C ]
Mixed-layer specific humidity [g kg"1]
Wind speed at z = 100 m [m s"1 ]

Case 1
25 May, 12.00 UTC
1.1-1.2
24-25
6-7
4-5

CaseII
13June, 12.00 UTC
1.8-2.1
18-19
7-8
7-8
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TABLE 2.2.
Prescribed conditions at zT,average solarradiation (Si), andtranspiration (XE,
XE/Q*)for thetwotest cases and reference surfaces,fromthesimulations with thecoupledmodel.
Rough surface: z0 = 2.0m,a = 0.1,rs = 130 s m1 (Case I)or100 s m1 (Case 11); smooth: z0=
0.025 m,a=0.2, rs= 60sm"1. The average windspeedfor z0 =0.25 misalso given.
Case

Reference
surface

Si

[°C]

[g kg 1 ]

[m s 1 ]

[Wm"2]

XE
[W m"2]

XE/Q*
[-]

I

Rough
Smooth
zo=0.25m

22.4
20.0

8.2
9.3

3.4
5.7
4.7

599
599

238
267

0.511
0.682

II

Rough
Smooth
zo=0.25m

18.8
17.3

6.7
7.1

7.0
11.3
9.6

624
624

240
267

0.500
0.653

simulation was carried out in which rs was evaluated following Stewart (1988) and Gash et
al. (1989). The average simulated rs is taken as rs for the reference surface: 130 s m"1 for
Case Iand 100 sm"1

